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A CLASSIFICATION SCHEME FOR PROJECT SCHEDULING PROBLEMS 

Willy HERROELEN • Erik DEMEULEMEESTER. Bert DE REYCK 

ABSTRACT 

Department of Applied Economics, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven 
Naamsestraat 69, B-3000 Leuven (Belgium) 

The great variety of project scheduling problems motivates the introduction of a systematic 

notation that could serve as the basis for a classification scheme. The extensive classification scheme 

introduced in this paper is similar to the standard classification scheme used in the machine scheduling 

literature. It is composed of three fields· a 1 /31 y. The field a describes the resource characteristics of the 

problem. The field /3 describes the characteristics of the project activities and the third field r denotes 

the performance measure(s). The composition of the various fields and the precise meaning of the 

parameters are specific to the field of project scheduling. We illustrate the potential use of the 

classification scheme by applying it to the characterization of the most important project scheduling 

problems which have been introduced in the growing literature. We discuss the close relationships 

between the various scheduling problems by offering graphs which show the various interrelations 

among the different values of the particular classification parameters. 

KEYWORDS 
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1. Introduction 

The basic concern of scheduling is commonly described as the allocation of limited resources 

to tasks over time (Lawler et al. 1993, Pinedo 1995). The resources and tasks may take many forms. In 

project scheduling the tasks refer to the activities belonging to one or more projects. The execution of 

project activities may require the use of different types of resources (money, crews, equipment, ... ). The 

scheduling objectives may also take many forms (minimizing project duration, minimizing project 

costs, optimizing due date performance, ... ). The result is a wide and steadily growing variety of 

problem types which motivates the introduction of a systematic notation that can serve as a basis for a 

classification scheme. 

A classification scheme for project scheduling may serve a variety of objectives. First, a 

classification scheme would greatly facilitate the presentation and discussion of project scheduling 

problems. Intensive research efforts over the past few years have greatly expanded the variety of project 

scheduling problems under study (for recent reviews we refer to Icmeli et al. 1993, Elmaghraby 1995, 

Herroelen and Demeulemeester 1995, Ozdamar and Ulusoy 1995, Herroelen et al. 1997a,b). These 

problems are often identified within the project scheduling community in a non-standardized manner by 

a rather confusing set of acronyms, most often consisting of a simple concatenation of characters. 

Examples are RCPSP for the resource-constrained project scheduling problem, MRCPSP for the multi

mode resource constrained project scheduling problem, RCPSP-GPR for the resource-constrained 

project scheduling problem under generalized precedence relations, just to cite a few. A concise and 

rigorous classification scheme immediately highlights the fundamental problem characteristics and 

avoids the use of these lengthy, confusing and often ambiguous character concatenations. In addition, it 

saves both authors and speakers the repetitive use of lengthy, verbal, introductive statements about the 

precise characteristics and assumptions of the project scheduling problem under study. 

Second, a comprehensive classification scheme allows for the immediate identification of 

viable areas of research through the identification of interesting open problems which have remained 

unstudied or largely ignored by the researchers in a fastly growing field. It helps in identifying the 

common characteristics of project scheduling problems and reveals the important fact that certain 

problems are in fact subproblems of more generic ones. 

Third, a classification scheme simplifies the assessment of problem complexity. It reveals the 

close relationships between the various project scheduling problems through the use of reduction graphs 

which show the various interrelations among the different values of the particular classification 

parameters. As such it helps in identifying the fundamental characteristics which account for the 

inherent complexity of the problem under study. 

Last, but not least, a classification scheme facilitates the match of solution procedures to 

problem settings and as such facilitates the preparation of problem surveys and literature reviews. 

It is common practice to classify deterministic machine scheduling problems by a standard 

three-field notation proposed by Graham et al. (1979) and Blazewicz et al. (1983). The extensive 

scheme we propose in this paper resembles the standard scheme for machine scheduling problems in 

that it is also composed of three fields a 1.6 Iy. In machine scheduling problems the first field a 
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describes the machine environment. This field allows for the identification of single machine problems, 

various types of parallel machine problems, flow shops, job shops, general shops, open shops, mixed 

shops and mUltiprocessor task systems. The second field /3 is used to describe the task and resource 

characteristics. This field includes parameter settings for characterizing the possibility for preemption, 

the precedence constraints, ready times, deadlines, task processing times, batching and additional 

resources. The characterization of the additional resources (Blazewicz et al. 1986) is done using a field 

parameter which takes the value of the empty symbol ° to denote the absence of additional resources 

and resAap to specify the resource constraints. A, cr, p E {O, k} respectively denote the number of 

additional resource types, resource limits and resource requests. If A, cr, p = 0, then the number of 

additional resource types, resource limits and resource requests are arbitrary, and if A, cr, p = k, then 

the number of additional resource types is equal to k, each resource is available in the system in the 

amount of k units and the resource requests of each task are at most equal to k units. The third field y 

denotes an optimality criterion (performance measure). 

The characterization of the additional resources in the a 1 /31 y notation of the deterministic 

machine scheduling classification scheme, however, does not allow for the precise characterization of 

the wide variety of problems which manifest themselves in the specific and much more complex 

environment of project scheduling. This motivates the introduction of a specific classification scheme 

for project scheduling problems. The scheme proposed in this paper is also based on a three-field 

notation, but the composition of the fields and the precise meaning of the various parameters, however, 

are mostly new and specific to the field of project scheduling. It should be understood from the outset, 

however, that our objective is not to build an extremely rigid classification scheme which attempts to 

create futile classification holes to accommodate any possible project scheduling problem. The scheme 

presented in this paper tries to combine rigidity with flexibility. It provides sufficient detail to allow for 

a concise taxonomy of the project scheduling field which covers the majority of the project scheduling 

problems described in the literature and at the same time offers sufficient degrees of freedom to the user 

in the specification of the various parameters. 

The organization of the paper is as follows. The classification scheme is presented in the next 

section, in which we also discuss the simple reductions between the various project scheduling 

problems and problem parameters. We present the reduction graphs which can be defined on the field 

parameters of the classification scheme. In Section 3 we illustrate the potential use of the scheme by 

using the various parameters of the scheme in an effort to characterize and classify the most important 

project scheduling problems commonly discussed in the literature. The last section is then reserved for 

overall conclusions. 

2. Classification of project scheduling problems 

The classification scheme is composed of three fields a 1 /31 y. The meaning of the three fields 

is explained below. 
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2.1. Field a: resource characteristics 

The resource characteristics of a project scheduling problem are specified by a set a 

containing at most three elements aj, ~ and a3. Let 0 denote the empty symbol which will be omitted 

when presenting specific problem types. Parameter al E {O, 1, In} denotes the number of resource 

types: 

al = 0: no resource types are considered in the scheduling problem, 

al = 1: one resource type is considered, 

al = In: the number of resource types is equal to In. 

Parameter ~ E {O, 1, T, 1 T, v} denotes the specific resource types used. In the project 

scheduling literature a common distinction is made (Blazewicz et al. 1986) between renewable 

resources, nonrenewable resources and doubly-constrained resources. Renewable resources (e.g. 

manpower, machines, tools, equipment, space, ... ) are available on a period-by-period basis, that is, the 

available amount is renewed from period to period. Only the total resource usage at every time instant is 

constrained. Nonrenewable resources (e.g. money, raw materials, energy, ... ), on the contrary, are 

available on a total project basis, with a limited consumption availability for the entire project. Doubly

constrained resources are constrained per period (e.g. per period cash flow) as well as for the overall 

project (e.g. total expenditures, overall pollution limits, ... ). Recently, researchers (Bottcher et al. 1996, 

Schirmer and Drexl 1996, Drexl 1997) have introduced the concept of partially (non)renewable 

resources referring to resources the availability of which is defined for a specific time interval (subset 

of periods). For each resource type there are a number of subsets of periods, each characterized by a 

specific (nonrenewable) availability of the resource type. Essentially, partially (non)renewable 

resources can be viewed as a generic resource concept in project scheduling, as they include both 

renewable and nonrenewable (and, hence, also doubly-constrained) resources. A partially renewable 

resource with a specified availability for a time interval equal to the unit duration period (identified 

below by the parameter setting equal to 1) is essentially a renewable resource. A partially renewable 

resource with a specified availability for a time interval equal to the project horizon (identified below 

by a parameter setting equal to 1) is essentially a nonrenewable resource. Partially renewable resources 

with a specified availability on both a unit duration and a total project horizon basis (denoted in the 

parameter setting by 1 n can be interpreted as doubly-constrained resources. As a result we can use the 

partially renewable resource concept in our classification scheme in a generic way which allows for a 

straightforward identification of the various resource categories considered: 

a2 = 0: absence of any resource type specification, 

~ = 1: renewable resources, the availability of which is specified for the unit duration period 

(e.g. hour, shift, day, week, month, ... ), 

~ = T: nonrenewable resources, the availability of which is specified for the entire project 

horizon T, 



a2 = I T: both renewable and nonrenewable resources (including also doubly-constrained 

resources the availability of which is specified on both a unit duration period and a 

total project horizon basis), 
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a2 = v: partially (non)renewable resources the availability of which is renewed in specific time 

periods, i.e. they are nonrenewable in variable time intervals (e.g. in total 5 units are 

available in the set of periods I up to 5, 7 units are available in period 6, in total 0 

units are available in the set of periods 7 up to 9, ... ). 

Parameter a3 E {O, va} describes the resource availability characteristics of the project 

scheduling problem. Some scheduling problems assume that renewable resource availabilities are a 

given constant while others assume that resource availability varies over time. We assume that the 

availability of partially renewable resources may vary over the various time intervals. The following 

parameter specifications are used in our classification scheme: 

a3 = 0: renewable resources are available in constant amounts, 

a3 = va: renewable resources are available in variable amounts. 

The simple reductions between the various resource parameters are shown by the reduction 

graphs G; (i=1, ... ,3) in Figure 1. The nodes in the graph represent particular assumptions made about 

particular parameters. The directed arcs show the direction of polynomial transformations. 

Figure 1. Simple reductions for the resource parameters. 

First consider the reduction graph G t • If we replace 0 by I in the specification for 

parameter at. we get a simple reduction because the problem without any resource constraints is a 

special case of the problem with one single resource type. In a similar fashion, replacing 1 by m yields a 

simple reduction as we move from a problem with a single resource type to a problem which uses m 

resource types. The reduction graph G2 specifies the reductions for parameter a2. Replacing 0 by 1 or T 
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yields a simple reduction because we move from a problem without any resource specification to a 

problem which involves either renewable or nonrenewable resources. Both 1 and T reduce to 1 T, since 

both the renewable and nonrenewable resources are a special case of a doubly-constrained resource. 

The case where the partially (non)renewable resources are renewed in specific time periods constitutes 

a special case of 1, T and IT. The reduction graph G3 denotes the simple reduction from the case of 

constant resource availabilities to the situation where resources are available in time varying amounts. 

2.2. Field f3: activity characteristics 

The second field f3 specifies the activity characteristics of a project scheduling problem. It 

contains at most eight elements f3h [h, f33, f34, f35, f36, f3-J and f3s. Parameter f31 E {a, pmtn, pmtn-rep} 

indicates the possibility of activity preemption: 

f31 = 0: no preemption is allowed, 

f31 = pmtn: preemptions of the preempt-resume type are allowed, 

f31 = pmtn-rep: preemptions of the preempt-repeat type are allowed. 

Preemption (activity splitting) implies that the processing of an activity may be interrupted and resumed 

at a later time (preempt-resume). The situation where activities may be interrupted but cannot be 

resumed at the point of interruption, i.e., must be completely redone (preempt-repeat), can be 

accommodated by setting f31 = pmtn-rep. 

The second parameter f32 E {a, cpm, min, gpr, prob} reflects the precedence constraints. The 

parameter settings have the following meaning: 

[h = 0: no precedence constraints (the activities are unordered), 

f32 = cpm: the activities are subject to strict finish-start precedence constraints with zero 

time lag, as used in the basic PERT/CPM model, 

[h = min: the activities are subject to precedence diagramming constraints of the type 

start-start, finish-start, start-finish and finish-finish with minimal time lags, 

[h = gpr: the activities are subject to generalized precedence relations ofthe type start-start, 

finish-start, start-finish and finish-finish with both minimal and maximal time lags. 

We deem it necessary to make an explicit distinction between the use of minimal and maximal time 

lags. The introduction of maximal time lags offers a wide amount of relevant and practical modelling 

capabilities (De Reyck 1995) which are well beyond the scope of minimal time lags. The introduction 

of both minimal and maximal time lags, however, also shifts the problem setting to a much higher 

complexity level (quite often, the feasibility problem already becomes NP-hard). The fact that many 

commercial project planning software packages do not allow for the use of maximal time lags does not 

come as a surprise. 

[h = prob: the activity network is of the probabilistic type where the evolution of the 

corresponding project is not uniquely determined in advance. 
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This category encompasses generalized activity networks (Elmaghraby 1977) such as GERT (Neumann 

and Steinhardt 1979). This field leaves the user the freedom to be very specific about the precise type of 

probabilistic network in use. As such, the J32-parameter can be set to gert to specify a GERT network, to 

dear to specify GERT networks with exclusive-or node entrance and deterministic node exit, to stear to 

specify GERT networks with exclusive-or node entrance and stochastic node exit, etc. 

The third parameter f33 E {O, p;} describes ready times. The following settings are used in the 

classification system: 

f33 = 0: all ready times are zero, 

f33 = p; : ready times differ per activity. 

Parameter ~4 E {O, cant, dj=d} describes the duration of the project activities. The settings 

have the following meaning: 

f34 = 0: activities have arbitrary integer durations, 

f34 = cant: activities have arbitrary continuous durations, 

f34 =(d;=d): all activities have a duration equal to d units. 

Parameter f3s E {O, 8;, 8n } describes deadlines. The following three settings are used in our 

classification scheme: 

f3s = 0: no deadlines are assumed in the system, 

-f35 = 8;: deadlines are imposed on activities, 

f3s = 8n: a project deadline is imposed. 

It should be noted that the specification f35 = 8; also allows deadlines to be imposed on events in the 

network. Events are identified as the initial or terminal point of one or several activities and can easily 

be accommodated by the network logic. Moreover, we have opted not to specify the use of activity 

(event) or project due dates in the f3s-field. A deadline indicates that activities (events) or projects must 

finish not later than the deadline and may not be violated. The eventual use of due dates which may be 

violated at a specific cost should be apparent from the specification of the corresponding due-date 

based performance criterion in the y-field of the classification scheme. 

Parameter f36 E {O, vr, disc, cont, int} denotes the nature of the resource requirements of the 

project activities. A common assumption is that activities request their resources in constant amounts or 

in variable amounts over their periods of execution. Some models (see e.g. Weglarz 1980) assume that 

the resource requests of the tasks are continuous, i.e. concern resource amounts which are arbitrary 

elements of given intervals. For example, if a resource request of a task is characterized by the interval 

(O,N], it means that an arbitrary amount of this resource greater than 0 and not greater than N can be 

used for processing the task at any moment. Such resource requests concern continuously-divisible 

resources like electric current (or power), fuel flow, etc. Other models study the simultaneous 

requirement of discrete and continuous resources (e.g. lozefowska and Weglarz 1994, Weglarz and 

10zefowska 1997). Still other models (Hackman and Leachman 1989, Leachman 1983, Leachman et al. 
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1990), assume that there is a feasible range of intensity of resource assignments to each activity, 

resulting in a range of possible durations. These models assume that all the different types of resources 

which are required by an activity are applied proportionally throughout the activity execution, i.e. each 

activity utilizes a constant mix of resources as it progresses exactly proportional to the mix of total 

resource requirements to complete the activity. The rates of applications of different types of resources 

to an activity can be indexed in terms of one rate which is called the intensity of the activity. The 

activity intensity is assumed to be continuously variable within given upper and lower limits. The rate 

of progress of an activity is assumed to be proportional to its intensity. Both types of models essentially 

boil down to similar problem environments in which the resource requirement of an activity is a 

function of time. Our classification scheme uses the following specifications for the resource 

requirements: 

f36 = 0: activities require the resources in a constant discrete amount (e.g. number of units for 

every time period of activity execution), 

f36 = vr: activities require the resources in variable discrete amounts (e.g. a number of 
units which varies over the periods of activity execution). 

For those cases where the activity durations have to be determined by the solution procedure on the 

basis of a resource requirement function, the following settings are used: 

f36 = disc: the activity resource requirements are a discrete function of the activity duration, 

f36 = cant: the activity resource requirements are a continuous function of the activity 

duration, 

f36 = int: the activity resource requirements are expressed as an intensity or rate function. 

We leave it up to the user to be more specific in the specification of the resource requirement function. 

If so desired, the setting f36 = cant can be made more specific: f36 = lin can be used to specify that 

activity resource requirements are a linear funtion of the activity duration, the setting f36 = canc can be 

used to specify that the activity resource requirements are a concave function of the activity duration, 

and f36 = canv may denote the fact that resource requirements are a convex function of the activity 

duration. 

The type and number of possible execution modes for the project activities is described by 

parameter f3-,E {O, mu, id}. Most problems assume a single execution mode per activity. Various 

problems assume time/cost, timelresource and/or resource/resource trade-offs which give rise to various 

possible execution modes for the activities of the project. Recently, researchers (Salewski 1996, 

Salewski and Lieberam-Schmidt 1996) have started to study project scheduling problems which 

generalize multiple activity modes to so-called mode identity constraints in which the set of activities is 

partitioned into disjoint subsets. All activities in a subset must then be executed in the same mode. Both 

the time and cost incurred by processing a subset of activities depend on the resources assigned to it. 

The following parameter settings are used throughout this paper: 

f3-, = 0: activities must be performed in a single execution mode, 



f3-, = mu: activities have multiple prespecified execution modes, 

f3-, = id: the activities are subject to mode identity constraints. 
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The last parameter /38 E {O, Ci' per, sched} is used to describe the financial implications of the 

project activities. In most models with cash flows, the cash flow amounts are assumed to be known and 

are either associated with network activities or network events. Both situations can be represented by 

associating the cash flows with the nodes in an activity-on-the-node network. Other models assume that 

the cash flows are periodic in that they occur at regular time intervals or with a known frequency. Still 

other models assume that both the amount and the timing of the cash flows have to be determined 

(Herroelen et al. 1997b). The following settings are used in the classification scheme: 

f38 = 0: no cash flows are specified in the project scheduling problem, 

f38 = ci: activities have an associated arbitrary cash flow, 

f38 = c+;: activities have an associated positive cash flow, 

f38 = per: periodic cash flows are specified for the project (e.g. payments at regular intervals), 

f38 = sched: both the amount and the timing of the cash flows have to be determined. 

The reduction graphs in Figure 2 show the simple reductions between the various activity 

parameters. Reduction graph G1 shows the case ofa project scheduling problem in which preemptions 

are not allowed and the environment which does allow for preemption. 

Reduction graph G2 shows the simple reduction from a problem with unordered activities to a 

problem with finish-start precedence constraints with zero time lag, to a problem with precedence 

constraints with minimal time lags, to a problem with generalized minimal and maximal time lags. The 

latter reduces to the case where the network is probabilistic. 

Reduction graph G3 shows the simple reduction from a project scheduling problem in which 

all activities have a ready time (release time) equal to zero to a problem setting which specifies ready 

times which differ per activity. The simple reductions in reduction graph G4 are for the duration 

parameters in the discrete and continuous case. A scheduling problem in which all activity durations are 

equal to 1 reduces to a scheduling problem with all activities having equal durations. This problem in 

turn reduces to a problem in which the given activity durations are bounded from below and above or 

({ d, ... , d} or [d, d]), which can be reduced to a problem with arbitrary integer or continuous 

durations, respectively. The deadline reductions are shown in reduction graph Gs. These reductions 

indicate that a problem without activity deadlines is a subproblem of a problem in which a deadline on 

the last activity (project duration) is imposed. The latter problem in turn reduces to a problem with 

individual activity deadlines. 
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Reduction graph G6 describes the interrelations between the resource requirement 

characteristics. Problems in which activities have constant discrete resource requirements are 

subproblems of problems in which activities require the resources in variable discrete amounts. 

Problems with linear resource requirement functions are subproblems of problems in which the resource 

requirement functions are concave or convex. These in turn are subproblems of problems in which 

general resource functions are used. Reduction graph G7 explains the reductions between the execution 

mode parameters. Single mode problems are subproblems of multi-mode problems, which reduce to 

mode-identity constrained problems. 

Finally, the reduction graph Gg shows the reduction between the cash flow parameters. A 

project scheduling problem in which no cash flows are specified for the activities (nodes in the 

network) reduces to a problem where activities have positive cash flows associated with the activities 

and a problem in which cash flows are specified on a periodic basis. The former reduces to the problem 

with arbitrary cash flows associated with the activities. 

2.3. Field y: performance measures 

The third field y is reserved to denote optimality criteria (performance measures). The 

performance measures are either early completion measures or free completion measures. Early 

completion measures (commonly denoted in the scheduling literature as regular performance 

measures) involve penalty functions which are nondecreasing in activity completion times (Conway et 

al. 1967). Common examples of early completion criteria often used in project scheduling are the 

minimization of the project duration (makespan), the minimization of the project lateness or tardiness 

and the minimization of project costs. A less common example used in project scheduling with 

discounted cash flows is the maximization of the project net present value under the assumption that 

only positive cash flows are considered (see Herroelen et al. 1997b). There are, however, many 

applications in which free completion measures (commonly denoted as nonregular performance 

measures in the scheduling literature) are appropriate. A typical example is the maximization of the net 

present value of a project characterized by arbitrary cash flow values or the minimization of the 

weighted earliness-tardiness. 

The following settings are used in this paper: 

Y= reg: the performance measure is any early completion (regular) measure, 

Y= nonreg: the performance measure is any free completion (nonregular) measure. 

Obviously the list of possible performance measures is almost endless. We provide the user with 

sufficient degrees of freedom to introduce suitable measures through a proper setting of the parameter 

value or through the specification of the mathematical expression of the objective function(s). The 

following is a nonexhaustive list of example settings: 

makespan: 

Y= Cmllx: minimize the project makespan. 



flow time: 

y= F: minimize the average flow time over all subprojects or activities. 

due date performance: 
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y= LnlllX : minimize the project lateness (i.e. the maximum of the lateness of the subprojects or 

activities), 

y= TmllX : minimize the project tardiness (i.e. the maximum of the tardiness of the subprojects 

or activities), 

y= early/tardy: minimize the weighted earliness-tardiness of the project, 

y= nr: minimize the number of tardy activities. 

levelling: 

y= Lsq.dev.: minimize the sum of the squared deviations of the resource requirements from 

the average, 

y= Ljump: minimize the weighted jumps in resource usage for all resource types over 

all time periods, 

y= I,abs.dev.: minimize the sum of the absolute deviations of the resource requirements from 

the average, 

y= av: minimize the resource availabilities in order to meet the project deadline, 

y= rae: minimize the resource availability costs, i.e. the weighted availability of each resource 

type, 

y= curve: determine the complete time/cost trade-off curve. 

financial: 

y= npv: maximize the net present value of the project. 

stochastic: 

y= E[.]: optimize the expected value of a performance measure, 

y= edt determine the cumulative density function of the project realization date, 

y= ci: determine the criticality index of an activity (the probability that it will be on the 

critical path) or of a path (the probability that it will be critical), 

y= mci: determine the most critical path(s) or activities based on the criticality index values. 

The above examples refer to the use of single objective functions. Obviously multiple 

objectives may be used (see for example Weglarz 1990, Nabrzyski and Weglarz 1994, Slowinski et al. 

1994). We suggest the setting y= multi to specify the multi-objective case where different objectives are 

weighted or combined and the setting y= multicrit to specify multicriteria functions. Again we leave it 

up to the user to be more specific in the specification of the multiple objectives used. 

In the above examples no distinction is made between single and multi-project scheduling. 

Multi-project scheduling problem settings can easily be accommodated. The network logic allows for 
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the combination of the activity networks of the various projects into a single network and the user is 

given the freedom to specify the proper performance measures used. 

3. Use of the classification scheme 

The purpose of this section is to illustrate the potential use of the classification scheme in the 

characterization and classification of the major project scheduling problems encountered in the 

literature. 

3. J. Scheduling in the absence of resource constraints 

3.1.1. Time analysis of activity networks 

The classical problem of computing the longest path (critical path length) in a PERT/CPM 

project with finish-start precedence relations with zero time lag and known activity durations is 

represented as cpmlCmllX" The same problem in precedence diagramming networks, i.e. networks with 

finish-start, start-finish, start-start and finish-finish relations with minimal time lags only is denoted as 

minlCmllX. The problem of computing the critical path in a project with generalized precedence relations 

with minimal and maximal time lags is denoted as gprlCmllX. 

3.1.2. Maximizing the net present value in project networks 

The problem of scheduling project activities subject to finish-start precedence constraints with 

zero time lag in order to maximize the net present value of the project (often referred to as the 

unconstrained max-npv problem (for a review see Herroelen et al. 1997b)) is represented as cpm,cAnpv. 

This notation implies that the cash flows are associated with the network activities and that the cash 

flow amounts are assumed to be given. The same problem in networks with minimal time lags is 

denoted as min,cilnpv. For networks with generalized precedence relations the problem is denoted as 

gpr,cAnpv. The so-called payment scheduling problem (Dayanand and Padman 1997) which involves 

the simultaneous determination of both the amount and timing of progress payments in an unconstrained 

max-npv environment can be denoted as cpm,schedlnpv. 

3.2. Project scheduling under resource constraints 

The literature on project scheduling under various types of resource constraints has expanded 

drastically over the past few years. For a review of the recent developments we refer the reader to 

Herroelen et al. (l997a). 

3.2.1. The resource-constrained project scheduling problem 

The resource-constrained project scheduling problem (often denoted as RCPSP) involves the 

scheduling of project activities subject to finish-start precedence constraints with zero time lag and 
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constant renewable resource constraints in order to minimize the project duration. Activities have a 

single execution mode with a fixed integer duration, preemption is not allowed and renewable resource 

requirements are constant throughout the duration of an activity. This problem is denoted as 

m, llcpmlCmax. The problem is known to be a generalization of the job shop scheduling problem. 

3.2.2. The preemptive resource-constrained project scheduling problem 

The preemptive resource-constrained project scheduling problem (often denoted as PRCPSP) 

extends the m,llcpmICm,u in that it allows for activity preemption at integer points in time. The problem 

can be denoted as m,llpmtn,cpmICmax. 

3.2.3. The generalized resource-constrained project scheduling problem 

The generalized resource-constrained project scheduling problem (often referred to as 

GRCPSP) extends problem m, llcpmlCm,u to the case of minimal time lags, activity release dates and 

deadlines and variable resource availabilities. The classification scheme presented in this paper 

classifies the problem as m, 1, valmin,pj,0ICm,u. 

3.2.4. The resource-constrained project scheduling problem with generalized precedence relations 

The resource-constrained project scheduling problem with generalized precedence relations 

(often denoted as RCPSP-GPR or RCPSP/max) extends problem m,llcpmICm,u in that it allows for 

start-start, finish-start, start-finish and finish-finish precedence constraints with both minimal and 

maximal time lags. This basic extension can be denoted as m,llgprlC,n,lt. The use of minimal and 

maximal time lags also allows, however, for the modelling of ready times and activity deadlines, 

variable resource requirements and availabilities. Procedures have been developed which allow for the 

use of any regular objective function. This general problem setting is denoted as m,l,valgpr,pj,Oj,vrlreg. 

3.2.5. Time/cost trade-off problems 

The classical time!cost trade-off problem in CPM-networks (described in project management 

textbooks such as Elmaghraby 1977, Moder et al. Davis 1983, Wiest and Levy 1977, Shtub et al. 1994) 

basically assumes that resources are available in infinite amounts and hence does not explicitly take 

resource decisions into account. A direct activity cost function is used instead, representing the direct 

activity costs as a function of the activity duration. Activity durations are bounded from below by the 

crash duration (corresponding to a maximum allocation of resources) and bounded from above by the 

normal duration (corresponding to the most efficient resource allocation). Given a project deadline, the 

objective is to determine the activity durations and to schedule the activities in order to minimize the 

project cost; i.e. the sum of the direct costs of the activities. Essentially, the project costs correspond to 

a requirement for a nonrenewable resource, the total requirement of which is to be minimized. This 

corresponds to minimizing the (required) availability of the nonrenewable resource. Hence, the problem 

can be denoted as 1,1lcpm,on,lin,mulav when the activity cost functions are linear. The notation 
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1,T]cpm,omconc,mulav is used for the case of concave activity cost functions while the notation 

1,Tjcpm,omconv,mulav is used in case the activity cost functions are convex. The notation 

1,T]cpm,omcont,mulav denotes the time/cost trade-off problem for the case of general continuous 

activity cost functions. 

The discrete time/cost trade-off problem (for a review see De et al. 1995) assumes a single 

nonrenewable resource. The duration of an activity is a discrete, nonincreasing function of the amount 

of a single resource allocated to it. An activity assumes different execution modes according to the 

possible resource allocations. When a limit on the total availability of the single nonrenewable resource 

is specified, the problem is to decide on the vector of activity durations that completes the project as 

early as possible under the limited availability of the single nonrenewable resource type. This problem 

is denoted by our classification scheme as 1,T]cpm,disc,muICmax. Obviously, the notation becomes 

1,T]min,disc,muICm(u and 1,T]gpr,disc,muICm(L< for the case of minimal and both minimal and maximal 

time lags, respectively. A second objective function reverses the problem formulation. Now a project 

deadline is specified and the minimization is over the sum of the resource usage over all activities. The 

notation for this problem is 1,T]cpm,omdisc,mulavail, where again the parameter cpm can be changed 

into min and gpr to denote the corresponding type of precedence relations. It should be noted that the 

only difference with the classical time!cost trade-off problem in CPM-networks lies in the use of the 

disc parameter specification, referring to the use of a discrete resource requirements function. In some 

studies room is made for a third objective which involves the computation of the complete time/cost 

trade-off function for the total project. Exploiting the degrees of freedom allowed by our classification 

scheme, this problem could be represented as 1, T]cpm,disc,mulcurve, where the value curve is given to 

the parameter r 

3.2.6. Discrete time/resource trade-off problems 

The discrete timelresource trade-off problem (often referred to as DTRTP) assumes that the 

duration of an activity is a discrete, non-increasing function of the amount of a single renewable 

resource committed to it. Given a specified work content for an activity, all its efficient execution 

modes are determined based on time/resource trade-offs. An activity when performed in a specific 

mode has a duration and a resource requirement during each period it is in progress, such that the 

resource-duration product is at least equal to the specified work content. The single resource has a 

constant per period availability. The objective is to schedule each activity in one of its modes, subject to 

the precedence and the renewable resource constraints, under the objective of minimizing the project 

makespan. 

The discrete time/resource trade-off problem can be denoted as 1, 1 Icpm,disc, muICm(u. 

Obviously, min or gpr can be used instead of cpm to denote the proper type of precedence relations. 

Moreover, the problem resembles the discrete time/cost trade-off problem 1, T]cpm,disc,muICm(u which 

studies time/cost trade-offs for a single nonrenewable resource. The only difference in the notation lies 
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in the second parameter of the a-field: a T is used for the time/cost trade-off problems while a 1 is used 

for the time/resource trade-off problems. 

It is also possible to define a kind of dual problem to the discrete time/resource trade-off 

problem which involves the minimization of the resource availability subject to the project deadline. 

The corresponding notation is 1, 1lcpm, Om disc, mulav. 

3.2.7. Multi-mode resource-constrained project scheduling problems 

The multi-mode resource-constrained project scheduling problem (sometimes referred to as 

MRCPSP) includes time/resource and resource/resource trade-offs, multiple renewable, nonrenewable 

and doubly-constrained resources and a variety of objective functions. In the basic problem setting 

activities have to be scheduled in one of their possible execution modes subject to renewable and 

nonrenewable resources. Under the minimum makespan objective the general problem, including 

renewable and nonrenewable resources, can be denoted as m,11lcpm,disc,muICmllx for projects with 

finish-start precedence constraints with zero time lag. It should be IlOted that algorithms have been 

developed to deal with multi-mode problems involving deadlines, variable availabilities and any type of 

regular objective function. The problem tackled by such procedures would be denoted as 

m, 1 T,valcpm, oj,disc,mulreg. The problem with mode identity constraints can be denoted as 

m,11lcpm,disc,idICmax' The multi-mode problem with partially renewable resource constraints can be 

denoted as m, vlcpm,disc,muICmtlX• 

3.2.8. Resource levelling problems 

Various types of resource levelling problems have been studied in the project scheduling 

literature. The classical resource levelling problem (denoted by some authors as RLP) is somewhat the 

dual of the resource-constrained project scheduling problem. Instead of minimizing the project duration 

subject to renewable resource constraints, the problem now is to schedule the activities in order to level 

the resource usage subject to a project deadline. An explicit resource availability constraint is not taken 

into account. Various levelling objectives have been used in the literature. In essence, they can be 

considered as resource cost functions. The resource levelling problem can be denoted according to the 

rules of our classification scheme as m, llcpm, onlLsq.dev. , if the objective is to minimize the squared 

deviations of the resource requirements around the average resource requirement, which is equivalent to 

minimizing the sum of squares of the resource requirements for each period in the project schedule as 

such. If the objective is to minimize the absolute deviations of the resource requirements, the notation 

becomes m,llcpm,onlwbs.dev. The y.field in the notation becomes "ijump for the objective of 

minimizing the weighted jumps in resource consumption for each resource type over all time periods. 

Instead of taking the view of finding the minimum project length which does not violate the 

precedence and resource constraints, the resource availability cost problem (RACP) takes the view that 

the individual resource availabilities determine the cost of executing the schedule. It aims at 

determining the cheapest resource availability amounts for which a feasible project schedule exists that 
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does not violate the project deadline. Resource costs are to be determined under the assumption of a 

discrete, non-decreasing cost function of the constant availability of the renewable resource types. The 

notation for this problem is m, llcpm, 8nlrac. 

3.2.9. Resource-constrained project scheduling with discounted cash flows 

The basic problem of maximizing the net present value of a project subject to finish-start 

precedence and renewable resource constraints is denoted as m,llcpm,cjlnpv. This problem setting 

assumes that the cash flow amounts, Cj, are known and associated with the network activities. If the 

known cash flows occur at regular intervals or with a known frequency, the corresponding problem can 

be denoted as m,llcpm,perlnpv. In the case where both the amount and timing of the cash flows have to 

be determined the so-called payment scheduling problem results, which can be denoted as 

m, llcpm,schedlnpv. Obviously, the parameter setting min can be used in the ,B-field to denote the case 

with minimal time lags and the setting gpr can be used for the case of both minimal and maximal time 

lags. In a similar fashion ready times and deadlines can be introduced in the notation through the 

parameter settings Pj and 0. 

3.3. Classification of stochastic problem settings 

The above classifications largely apply to a deterministic problem setting. The classification of 

the stochastic problem equivalents should pose no major problems as the degrees of freedom present in 

our classification scheme allow for proper classification in those cases. Setting the activity duration 

parameter /34 = dj to denote that the activity durations are stochastic, the problem involving the 

determination (estimation) of the cumulative probability density function of the project realization date 

in projects with stochastic activity durations can be represented as cpm, dj Icd! The problem of 

computing the expected duration of a GERT network can be denoted as gert, dj IE[ Cm",J 

In most cases, the stochastic characteristics apply to the activity durations and the amount of 

the cash flows. Setting the cash flow parameter /3? = Cj in order to indicate that the cash flows are 

stochastic, and using E[npv] to indicate the objective of maximizing the expected net present value of 

the project, the stochastic resource-constrained project scheduling problem with discounted cash flows 

subject to finish-start precedence constraints and renewable resource constraints is denoted as m,llcpm, 

dj ,Cj IE[npv]. 

It is also possible to specify stochastic resource availabilities and requirements. Setting a3 = 

a denotes a stochastic resource availability which remains constant over time. The setting a3 = 

va denotes a stochastic resource availability which varies over time. In a similar fashion the setting /36 = 

r denotes a stochastic discrete resource requirement which is the same for every time period of activity 
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execution. The setting /36 = vr denotes stochastic resource requirement of a discrete number of units 

which varies over the periods of activity execution. 

4. Conclusions 

Over the past few years the variety of project scheduling problems studied in the literature has 

been drastically increased. The conception of new problem types and the research of existing basic 

models under more realistic problem assumptions has created the need for a detailed classification 

scheme which allows for a precise and unambiguous classification of the problems under study. 

In this paper a classification scheme is introduced which is composed of three fields a 1 /31 y; 

denoting the resource characteristics, activity characteristics and performance measures, respectively. 

Precise settings for the various parameters are introduced in this text together with the corresponding 

reduction graphs which allow to describe the interrelations between the various problem settings. The 

scheme is illustrated by applying it to the most common project scheduling problems which have been 

studied in the literature. 

The classification scheme proves to possess sufficient rigidity and flexibility to accommodate 

in an unambiguous way the full spectrum of problem type characteristics. It offers sufficient detail to 

allow for a unique codification of the relevant project scheduling problems studied by the project 

scheduling community. Obviously, this imposes a rather high degree of rigour on the various parameter 

specifications. At the same time. however, we tried to keep the scheme flexible and workable, i.e. as 

concise and simple as possible, with sufficient degrees of freedom to be used by the individual user in 

order to specify individual "desires". 

We are convinced that the scheme is usable. It allows for the unique codification of the 

overwhelming variety of project scheduling problems under study, as illustrated by the sample we 

provide in section 3 of the paper. Obviously, the scheme takes some time to digest. It must be studied 

before it can be used. Our experience is that once one tries it out on a few problem settings, the smoke 

curtain which initially may hide the logic behind the three field parameter settings steadily disappears. 

We do hope that the scheme gains wide acceptance within the project scheduling community 

and we hope that (a) it facilitates the presentation and discussion of project scheduling problems, (b) it 

relieves authors and presenters to "waste" a lot of time in preparing lengthy descriptions of problem 

assumptions and characteristics, (c) it allows for immediate problem identification and simplifies the 

assessment of problem complexity, (d) it allows for the identification of viable, relevant areas of 

research, (e) it provides additional insight in the ideosyncracies of the various problem settings studied 

in the literature by showing problem interrelations, dependencies, common characteristics and 

complicating factors. 

Obviously there may always be a project setting that does not fit exactly in the "pigeon holes" 

we provide. We have done our best to combine "rigour" and "freedom" and have tried to provide 

sufficient generality in the categories, which offers the user sufficient degrees of specification freedom. 
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